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Philosophy of Mystery

W
the fundamental emotion which stands at the cradle of all true art 

torical mysteries that we are not in a posi tion today to answer, nor are funda mental nature of reality that we do not currently know even how rounding the Big Questions of philosophy and science is the subject of One might argue that all philosophical issues are mysteries since basic believe they have resolved the issue of, say, the relation of our mind to our body, but their opponents are not convinced and instead advance not touch the Big Questions about being human and about the natural world that most people with a philosophical bent think of when they contemplate the reality of their lives and our world; instead, philos-
their existence and keep pushing for deeper explana tions, they end up with these central mysteries:
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2 MYSTERY 101

intellectual, and aesthetic values objective parts of reality, or are 
•  Are all actions determined by physical forces alone, or do we have •  Do we have any genuine knowledge of reality as it exists in itself, or do our claims even in science merely reflect our cultural or 

given by philosophers, but its main thrust is a deeper philosophical 
on a given mystery and try to determine which is currently the best option, but to determine whether we have the mental and technologi-
exactly, and are we in a position to know whether there is in fact a meaning 
Mystery and Knowledge

This sense of mystery can arise even if science provides answers to 
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understand all the steps and mechanisms by which a seed becomes a blooming flower and still wonder why reality is set up to do that 
Not knowing something need not provoke a sense of mystery if we think that we know how generally to search for an answer or at least 

to marvel at being alive on a planet like ours in a galaxy and universe 
merely the trivial point that there is always more to learn about virtually 
a sense that there is something more of significance about something that is as yet unknown and that at present we do not know how even diminished with study, but mysteries seem to get only greater and more 
Mystery versus ProblemsProblems present matters that we do not know but that we think 

seems to remain hidden and to defy our attempts at under standing 
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4 MYSTERY 101

to see how to grasp a mystery, and thus we may have difficulty even in 
further explana tion, and thus things we simply must accept unexplained Thus, the basic criterion for a philosophical mystery is our inability to reality that we, either currently or permanently, do not know even how to 
universe, that may remain forever unanswered, but this lack of knowledge does not grab us existentially and thus does not constitute a philosophical us as a mystery: the possibility of entirely different universes affects our existence in a way that simple ignorance about other parts of our own uni-

-voke a sense of not knowing something that is actually real and so does -
-otherwise is not mysterious in itself and thus knowable by beings with a different set of cognitive abilities or in a position transcending the nat-mystery may be involved or whether the issue may simply be a currently 

Since mystery is a matter of our knowledge and understanding, one would be no ontic mysteries to the natural world for an omniscient cre-ator god: such a being would presumably know all the basic aspects of the -
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may be brute facts not only for human beings but for all beings existing 

-
--

--

This raises the prospect of permanent limitations to our abilities to either have no access to or that we are apparently unable to wrap our 
either by science or by a conceptual clarification through philosophical because of the very nature of reality or because of limitations on our 

Thus, there are several possibilities: perhaps there is no answer to 
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6 MYSTERY 101or not; perhaps there is an answer, but we are incapable of knowing it because of our cognitive limita tions; perhaps we simply do not know turn presents problems about problems: How do we know that we are 

problems that we cannot get any distance from them to examine them 
Identifying Mysteries

a problem only identifies the problem and does not increase our 
a thousand years of accurate predic tions apparently confirmed the 
important, whether prediction is always needed for a scien tific explana-

ultimate expla nation of something; rather, we tend to rest satisfied once 
point where we believe that we have reached the ultimate justifi cation for believing something and where no further explanation seems to us to we have reached the bottom do we think that we have finally understood some thing that we previously found mysterious and thus no mystery 
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full of examples of problems that were once deemed philosophical or theological mysteries that ended up being amenable to scientific the future by a new conceptual approach to the subject being studied; -today because our current reasoning cannot penetrate them may not be an epistemic mystery for all sentient beings or eventually even for 
indefeasible mysteries, as many philosophers argue, even if there are the starting point for addressing philosophical mysteries is our current 
Any conclusion that some thing is a mystery is the end of a discussion, 
affirming that there are limits to what we can know while believing that as a potential philosophical mystery will depend on the circum stances of each subject-matter, but in all cases a conclusion that there is a mystery on our current technology, but something that we cannot properly grasp 

Mysteries Today
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8 MYSTERY 101

philosophy or science in any way in order to preserve a domain for hard and as far as we can, and anyone who would attempt to limit them advance as far as is humanly possible, some genuine mysteries to reality 
But it must be noted that people generally resist any mystery in their 

are not philo sophically minded can simply ignore the whole matter and 

that some thing is a mystery does end conver sations and thus leads only an indicator of a hole in our knowledge where we think something an attempt to put a positive spin on our ignorance, and to discuss it further only shows a willingness to plunge forward into something of the defeat of the intellect or an attempt to obfuscate something that 
place to begin to determine whether the Big Questions end in mystery 
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